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Abstract
This study aims to determine the quality of public services at the Rinding Lurah Berau District Office. The technique for taking informants was purposive sampling, resulting in 13 informants consisting of the village head, service officers and 10 community members. The method used is descriptive qualitative, a public service dimension theory developed by Lovelock with 5 dimensions, namely tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. Based on the results of the research conducted, it was found that the Rinding Village Head Office had been able to implement several indicators in this dimension. However, there are still shortcomings, namely in terms of the comfort of the service waiting room during the day and also the need to increase the capabilities of service employees.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Public services in government bureaucracy are important and become one of the benchmarks for bureaucracy. This is as mandated in Law no. 25 of 2009 concerning Public Services which states that public services are activities or descriptions of activities related to fulfilling service needs according to the provisions of statutory regulations for every citizen and resident relating to goods, services and/or administrative services provided by the organizer. Public service.

Herwanto (in Wulandari et al., 2019) explained that service orientation in the public sector is very different from that in the private sector. Public service is actually based on the spirit of service to society rather than the spirit of pursuing profit. The public or community is placed as customers who must be served and treated fairly and service quality can be interpreted as a focus on fulfilling needs and requirements as well as fulfilling customer expectations, namely on time. Service applies to all services offered from the organization. Efforts to achieve satisfaction with government agency services must pay attention to several public service indicators. According to Lovelock (in Hardiyansyah, 2018) the dimensions of public service are a theory developed by Christopher Lovelock, a marketing expert who is also famous in the service sector. This theory suggests that there are five dimensions of public service quality that are important for customer satisfaction, namely:

1) Tangibles (Physical Evidence): This dimension relates to the physical conditions visible to customers, such as facilities, equipment, or the appearance of the staff. Good physical evidence can increase customer confidence in the public services provided.
2) **Reliability** (Reliability): This dimension refers to the ability of public services to provide services consistently and as promised. High reliability can build customer trust in public services.

3) **Responsiveness** (Responsive): This dimension refers to the ability of public services to respond to customer needs and requests quickly and responsively. High responsiveness can make customers feel appreciated and recognized.

4) **Assurance** (Guarantee): This dimension is related to the ability of public services to provide customers with a sense of security and confidence regarding the ability of public services to provide good services and in accordance with what is promised.

5) **Empathy** (Empathy): This dimension includes the ability of public services to understand and respond to customer feelings and needs in a positive and friendly manner. Empathy can make customers feel valued and comfortable in interacting with public services.

Based on the background above, it can be understood that there are people who are satisfied with the public services at the Rinding Village Office, while there are still people who are not satisfied with the public services at the Rinding Village Office. It is considered necessary to conduct research on the efforts of the Rinding Village Office in providing public services so that it is able to provide satisfaction to the community.

2. **RESEARCH METHOD**

This research uses a qualitative approach (Qualitative research) because this research was conducted in natural conditions and the data collected and the analysis were qualitative in nature. The qualitative research approach basically consists of observing people in their environment, interacting with them and trying to understand their language and interpretation of the world around them.

This research aims to present a detailed description of a particular situation from the research location to accurately describe the characteristics of the symptoms or problems being studied. That is the reason researchers chose qualitative research methods. In more detail, it can be seen that analyzing the quality of public services in Rinding Berau Village as a research instrument, the researcher carried out direct observations, interview guides and recording equipment.

3. **RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (12 Pt)**

Rinding Village is the lowest government organizational unit under Teluk Bayur District, Berau Regency, East Kalimantan Province. Located in the River Bank area and can be reached by land transportation. The area of Rinding Village is 914.74 Ha, of which the area consists of several natural conditions, in the form of rivers, forests, agricultural land and residential areas. Meanwhile, the soil structure is mostly peat and alluvial/clay sediment.

To determine the current quality of public services at the Rinding Village Head Office, researchers used five (5) dimensions of public service quality proposed by Lovelock, namely **Tangibles** (Physical), **Reliability** (Reliability), **Responsiveness** (Responsive), **Assurance** (Guarantee) and **Empathy** (Empathy). Apart from that, researchers also examined what factors support and hinder the quality of public services at the Rinding Village Head Office and efforts to improve the quality of public services at the Rinding Village Head Office.

A. **Tangibles (Physical) Dimensions**

   a) **Appearance of Service Officers**

   The appearance of the service staff at the Rinding Subdistrict Office is quite neat and the public feels friendly and polite from the staff, so that when the staff look neat, the public will be interested and comfortable in carrying out the service process without any complaints. People who are happy with public services can increase their trust and loyalty to the government.

   b) **Comfort of service place**

   The comfort of the service location influences the service process. Service providers must pay more attention to comfort for service users. If the place provided by service
users is good, then the people using the service will feel comfortable. However, on the other hand, if the space provided is not provided then the people using the service will not feel comfortable.

Based on the results of interviews, observations and documentation, the service area at the Rinding Village Office is comfortable and clean, but during the day the waiting room still feels hot because the air conditioning is not sufficient.

People who are dissatisfied with public services can increase the potential for conflict or social tension that may arise due to dissatisfaction or discomfort in the public service process.

c) Ease of service process

The ease of the service process in Rinding Village is quite optimal and there are many positive responses from the community using the service. The ease of the service process is a benchmark for the success of a service.

Staff and public service employees who serve the public who are happy with the public services they receive feel more motivated to provide better services. This can increase efficiency and productivity in providing services.

d) Discipline of officers in carrying out the service process

Officer discipline shows that the discipline of service officers at the Rinding Subdistrict Office is still very lacking. This can be seen in the presence of officers who are often late, as well as officers who leave the workplace or service room before the service time ends or during break times. So people as service users sometimes have to spend time waiting for service officers to arrive.

e) Use of tools in the service process

The Rinding Subdistrict Office has used sufficient tools to serve the community. The use of computers and printers as tools in public services helps increase efficiency, accuracy and speed in data and document processing. This also allows public service institutions to provide faster, more transparent and effective services to the public.

B. Dimensions of Reliability (Reliability)

a) Officer's accuracy

The accuracy of employees in serving service users, including how thoroughly the service is provided, is very important for the service process. Service officers are required to be careful in serving the community to avoid mistakes and creating new jobs.

Based on the results of the interview, the researcher drew the conclusion that not yet fully Service officers in Rinding Village can be careful in covering all existing officers.

b) Clear service standards

Rinding Subdistrict already has clear service standards including service time, service costs, service products, facilities and infrastructure and the competence of service officers.

c) Ability to use service tools

Employee ability to use tools in the process service is a very important capital in carrying out service quality.

C. Dimensions of Responsiveness (Responsiveness)

a) Responding to every customer, where every service employee is obliged to respond to service users who come. Responding to service users can have a positive effect on the quality of public services at the Rinding Village Office.

b) Service quickly

The existing service is not very good in all respects, there are still several shortcomings. However, apart from being fast, service must also be precise. If the employee has provided service quickly and thoroughly, then the service employee has done their job correctly.

c) Employees perform services in a timely manner

The right time to complete work in a service process is important, because completing it on time will not make service users wait. Delays still occur frequently, so many service users feel disappointed with the promises made by service employees.
D. Assurance Dimension (Guarantee)
   a) On time service
      People who use services who are satisfied with the performance and timeliness provided by service employees return to the files they want to take care of, and some services can even be carried out more quickly.
   b) Certainty of costs in services
      In taking care of needs in the sub-district, currently there are no fees for services.

E. Empathy Dimension (Empathy)
   a) Put the applicant first
      Putting the applicant first, researchers concluded that service employees should put the applicant's interests first because service users are the employee's priority. If service users are not put first, complaints will arise and will give a less good image to service employees.
   b) Serve with a friendly, polite and non-discriminatory attitude and respect every customer.
      Friendly attitude, politeness, non-discrimination and respect for every customer, it can be concluded that in general everything has been carried out well, but there are still several errors that must be corrected in order to make the service more optimal.

4. CONCLUSION
   Based on the description of the research results and discussion, the following conclusions can be drawn:
   1. Tangibles, appearance, comfort, ease and use of tools are good, but comfort is still lacking due to the lack of air conditioning or fans;
   2. Reliability, accuracy, service standards are clear, but there are still shortcomings, namely accuracy with frequent typos in service;
   3. Responsiveness, there are still complaints from the public regarding long service processing times;
   4. Assurance, guarantee of time and costs without complaints from the public;
   5. Empathy, no complaints
      Important for remembering that public satisfaction is an important point of effectiveness and quality of public services. Therefore, the government and public institutions must strive to understand and meet the needs and expectations of the community in order to improve public services.
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